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LECTURE 6. 

AccePtAnce oF ReLIgIon*

New elements were introduced in order to expand knowledge from observation to 
the kind of acceptance we grant to a work of art.

My interest was directed particularly on the kind of art which makes some 
affirmation that can be expressed in a verbal statement. In other words, I was taking 
representative art as my subject in the hope of finding here modes of affirmation that 
are valid without any verifiable observational content. The arts make statements 
that are accepted though not otherwise compelling.

The first step consisted in establishing and justifying statements that are fused 
with incompatible conditions.

I found that such statements are detached, in the sense that they do not count 
as predicting any observable facts. The ancient conception of such works of art as 
telling us something unbelievable (mimesis), e.g. simulating objects in paint or 
events of persons in a play, is false. Paintings, plays and poetry affirm nothing that is 
not the case, for their affirmations are integrated to incompatible elements and the 
resultant fusion cannot convey any factual affirmation. Coleridge’s teaching, that 
we accept these works of art by an act of voluntary disbelief, is wrong. The artefact, 
fused to the so-called ‘mimesis’, deprives it of mimetic content.

Hence a representative work of art possesses an inbuilt self-contradiction which 
distinguishes the character of its affirmation from any empirical statement. It 
separates it from any context of our life space, of the whole course of our existence 
and causes it to be detached in this sense, both from its author and its public, indeed 
from any natural experience, including those told by science. It takes these works 
of art both out of the context of our passing lives and of the context of the space in 
which we live, whether as laymen or as scientists.

At the same time, it includes these works of art among other events of a strictly 

*  This text originally is the number 4 supplement material of the series of lectures planned to 
have 4 parts. However it is obvious from the remarks written on the different text-variants 
(text of sixth meeting, lecture 6) and from the first paragraphs of the lecture From Perception to 
Metaphor that this text is the integral part and closing of this series of lectures. Four variants of 
the text can be found in the collections of the University of Chicago Library. One handwritten 
version in Box 39, Folder 8, two in Box 40, Folder 1 and one in Box 40, Folder 9. From the texts 
that Box 40, Folder 1 contains, we chose to publish the variant which includes corrections in 
handwriting. In English it appeared only in parts in the tenth chapter of Michael Polanyi and 
Harry Prosch, Meaning (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1975), compiled with the text of 
Polanyi’s lecture given in May 1970 also in Chacago, with the title Meaning.
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detached character. Festivities and solemn occasions are detached in this sense, 
namely of being external to the context of our lives and any experiences altogether. 
And I rank among these essentially detached affirmations also all sacred acts of 
ritual and sacred stories which can be recited only within the context of a ritual 
effectively isolating them from the flow of time and the surroundings of space.

But what about the imagination? I have said that a work of art proves its validity 
by capturing us in our imagination. To watch a play, read a poem or admire a 
painting involves a more intense exercise of our imagination than we commonly 
employ in acquiring some knowledge discovered as facts by science or common 
experience. Does this not prove that the play or poem or painting is accepted in 
terms of an illusion? No, the difference in the part of the imagination is admittedly 
fundamental. To understand how a complex machinery hangs together, or how 
the structure of a human body, e.g. the brain or the inner ear, hangs together, is a 
knowledge that requires powerful imagination. This is admittedly not the kind of 
imagination evoked in us by a work of art, but it can be identified up to a point in 
all artistic imagination, if we regard both kinds of them as feats of understanding, 
profound, complex, and movingly significant subject matters.

If the imagination evoked by a work of art is often, and perhaps always, more 
profound and emotionally more moving, this is due to the more profound and more 
deeply moving interest of its subject matter. Biology has much less accuracy and 
theoretical range than physics, but it yet equals physics in scientific value because 
the intrinsic interest of living things is much greater than that of inanimate objects. 
The interest of art is in human experience, which moves us even more deeply than the 
structure of animals or plants does. This may account for much more imagination 
being involved in watching a play, viewing a painting, or reciting a poem than in any 
other subject, without even saying that our imagination is needed for the purpose 
of affirming anything that requires a voluntary suspension of disbelief. All that we 
have to believe is the meaning of the play, the poem or the painting, provided that 
it does have a meaning as a work of art.

Nor does this indwelling of a work of art by those who understand it, necessarily 
distinguish the appreciation of art from usual experiences of facts. I have shown in 
Personal Knowledge that all knowledge of complex entities consists in our subsidiary 
coherence of its coherent parts with a bearing on their joint meaning, and that 
this integration corresponds to the way we integrate the contacts our own body 
makes with the external world into their joint meaning in an act of perception. All 
knowledge of complex external objects entails such indwelling.

It may seem then that the acceptance of a work of art could be made identifiable 
with acceptances of facts, provided only that its self-contradictory restriction can be 
reconciled with the logical alternatives of common statements of fact. we could try 
to class its affirmation with a three valued logic. The law of excluded contradiction 
requires that the statement S is P should be either true or false; S either is or is not 
P. But a third alternative can be introduced as S can possibly be P. The affirmation 
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that S could possibly be P is not determined by the fact whether S is P or is not P. 
Supposing we know that S is not P, this would still leave open the alternatives that 
S can be P or S cannot be P. So the strange fact that the contents of a work of art 
cannot be said to be either true or false, for it affirms no definite state of affairs, 
may be due to the fact that its affirmations have the character of a possibility, like 
S could be P. One could indeed make out a case for this logical quality of a work 
of art, on the grounds that representative works of art must have some degree of 
plausibility. Total impossibility would make them meaningless in a sense in which 
a visionary work of art is meaningless.

But a conditional statement of fact like „John might arrive tomorrow” links closely 
with definitive statements like that John is going or is not going to arrive tomorrow: 
it does not explain the detachment of a work of art – the way it stands out from the 
mental exchanges of our daily life. we must look for some quality in a work of art, and 
of our acceptance of it, which is akin to the qualities of a celebration, or to a formal 
day of mourning, and is akin also to the rituals of religion, performed on sacred 
occasions. It is this quality which might form a bridge between our acceptance of 
a work of art and our acceptance of a religious belief.

In following this line I would set aside – while not withdrawing it – my justification 
of archaic myths, based on the fact that the archaic world view is, in important 
respects, truer to the facts than is the Laplacean world view currently accepted by 
the scientific world. The main power of religious beliefs would not be ascribed to 
their better agreement with the facts of experience, as compared with our modern 
conceptions of ultimate reality.

*

I have so far relied today on one new principle that I have introduced in our first 
meeting into the analysis of art, which was the integration of incompatibles.

I shall now recall another novel principle, first introduced in our second meeting, as 
I passed from the structure of a denotative word to the structure of a symbolisation 
and thence to the structure of metaphors, and other forms of art.

It is not unusual to represent the relation between a denotative word and its 
meaning with an arrow pointing from the word to its meaning. I shall do that while 
signifying also the difference in the intrinsic interest of the two and indicating the 
fact that our awareness of the word is subsidiary while we are aware of its meaning 
focally.

-ii → +ii indication

(sub) → (foc)

This, I said, was the structure of all indicative relations, by contrast with a relation in 
which intrinsic interest, (+ii) changes places with the position of negligible intrinsic 
interest (-ii). So that we have a
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+ii → -ii

(sub) → (foc)

i.e. a symbolisation, even while the positions of subsidiary awareness (sub) and focal 
attention (foc) remain unchanged. I explained that this relationship was not that 
of an indication, but that of a dedication of ourselves.

In my writings of the last ten or fifteen years I have studied a wide variety of 
relations that were extensions of the part-whole relations, which were first elucidated 
by gestalt psychology. Semantic relations were shown to be members of this family, 
but we see now before us yet another meaningful relation of an entirely different 
structure, which I believe is part of another, different family, which also comprises 
a wide range of important variations. I shall mark this difference by using in place 
of an arrow a sign which indicates that, essentially, symbolisation is the inverse of 
indication. I shall write

+ii -ii
(sub) (foc)

for symbolisation and correspondingly extend this designation to all variants of 
symbolic facts.

You may remember that I cited as elementary symbolisation the case of a national 
flag representing their country emotionally to citizens with strong patriotic feelings. 
The whole range of lifelong recollections, diffusely remembered by those of a nation, 
is infused into a canvas attached to a rod while bearing a conventional pattern. The 
immensely extended, hardly recalled life of a person is infused as an emotional force 
attached to an otherwise trivial, meaningless object.

Repeat this description of a flag’s symbolic powers with some variations and 
you have before you the emotional powers of poems as I described them following 
their analysis by I.A. Richards. Some of our experiences immersed deeply in the 
memories of our diffuse daily life supply the meaning and emotional powers of a 
poem which draw on these diffuse experiences. And the same is the source that 
supplies the meaning and power of a painting or play. works of interpretative art 
are as detached from our incoherent lives as a painted canvas on a pole is detached 
from the lives it represents, and the works of art, derive their power by the same 
mechanism as national flags do.

But the example of the flag fails of course to take us far enough. works of art have 
an intrinsic meaning that a flag has not. Let us introduce this into our formula, so 
that we have

+ii1      +ii2
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where +ii1 stands for one important experience and +ii2 represents another, somewhat 
similar important experience. we have then the formula of a metaphor before us 
and can observe that the power of the metaphor is akin to that of the flag, and this 
lends power in the metaphor to a meaning which the flag has not. we better call, 
therefore, the powers of symbolisation at work in a metaphor by a different name and 
call them the powers of embodiment. we shall say that the power of the metaphor 
lies in our capacity for embodying the object of our main interest (the tenor) into 
another, remotely similar object (the vehicle) and of giving it thus a new sharp and 
emotionally charged meaning.

It has occasionally been said that all poems are metaphors, or that all paintings 
are metaphors, and so on. This anticipated vaguely what I am suggesting here, 
namely, that there exist a class of meanings, based on our power for fusing one thing 
in another; and that, more particularly, a set of more diffuse experiences may be 
immersed in a more sharply circumscribed experience, bearing some resemblance 
to that more diffuse experience – as a result of which the former, which can be 
the vehicle in a metaphor – or else a painting, or a play, or a poem – absorbs our 
original diffuse experience and becomes a strikingly revealing, emotionally charged 
interpretation of ourselves.

This is what happens, I believe, when we are carried away by a poem, are spellbound 
by a play and which, when we first see the Moses of Michelangelo, makes us sharply 
revise our estimate of the human race. You may have guessed already that this is 
the line along which I propose to approach the interpretation of religion. But before 
leading on to this point, a number of intermediary remarks will have to be made, 
even though these be digressions from the main course of my argument.

Remember the way we set our own body in motion. we lift an arm by the thought 
of its intended motion which evokes the complex coordination of muscles that 
implement our intention. Such intentionality is but a name for the work of our 
intentions; it is our imagination that anticipates our actions and thus evokes their 
implementation. It evokes the skilful operation of muscles of which we are normally 
quite ignorant and which we cannot set directly in motion, however closely their 
operations are explained to us by neurophysiologists.

Consider also that all our emotional powers are elicited and guided by live 
thoughts. Our needs and longings, our humiliations, envies, hesitations, our bitter 
regrets and secret triumphs, our fears, even our bodily pain and certainly our lust, 
all live in the imagination. From our more elementary ideas to our whole world view 
that guide our judgments, all live by the imagination.

we see emerging here the parallel between voluntary action and acts of 
symbolisation. It will be seen best by showing an intermediary function between 
them. Take first the two extremes. we have the well defined imaginative intention 
which mobilised its implementation in a corresponding voluntary intention. we 
can pass then to the cases when a strong diffuse thought, perhaps an ideal, like the 
ideals of the French Revolution, passionately found expression in action, an action 
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that may be symbolic. And this leads us to the extreme case, when ideas, beliefs and 
.sentiments, or diffuse and yet important experiences, are regularly expressed in 
symbolic actions. ways of observing particular occasions by standard actions are 
instances of embodying some part of our lives in a symbolic ritual. The observance of 
Sundays, however secular its manner may be, is a powerful ritual, which shapes into 
a formal rhythm the diffuse desire of resting after work, and having thoughts about 
matters extraneous to our work. And in spite of our modern hostility to ceremonials 
(accused of lacking spontaneous personal content) the habit of celebrating marriages 
and arranging formal funerals, persists widely. From the train carrying Robert 
Kennedy’s body for burial in washington, one saw a continuous row of poor people 
standing along the line. And Moynihan wrote that „in the gentleness and the 
endurance of those faces there was all the hope that any nation ought to need, or 
could expect to have.” Such can be the power of a purely ritual act.

I could go back now to my argument in which I traced our faculties of embodying 
a wide way of our lives in a symbol like a flag, or else embodying in these a metaphor 
of particular experiences (a tenor) in a more telling and moving object as a vehicle. 
I could draw then a parallel between the way ritual performances have proved to 
be a variant on the ordinary moving of our limbs, and on the relation of merely 
observational symbols, like a flag or the vehicles in a metaphor, and any ordinary 
perception of objects. But I will not digress here for showing this. Suffice to remind 
you of Neisser’s elegant proof that all visual perception is carried out within a thrust 
of the imagination, and to add then, that the ensuing perceptive integration is evoked 
by our thought in a way that is quite similar to the evocation of skilful muscular 
coordinations to move a limb of our own body.

*

I do not think there is much chance of stopping the decline of religious beliefs so 
long as the world view of science denies ultimate reality and indeed any theoretical 
grounds to the moral nature of man and the powers of his mental faculties. But I hope 
this will no longer continue very long. The absurdity of the Laplacean conception 
of the world is being increasingly recognised and a constructive replacing of it by 
the some obvious grounds of the world’s hierarchic structure may soon follow. The 
worst thing the reformers of religion can do, is to adapt their theology to the present 
world view of science, and I suggest that attempts for making religious service more 
attuned to mere scientific facts is equally destructive.

It should be clear by now how I have come to this conclusion. This is why I think 
now that archaic myths have important factual truths in them, which are denied in 
the Laplacean world view. what science says about its own subject is, for the most 
part true and interesting. But it does not give us an image of the world in which 
our position as responsible beings can be understood. Quite the contrary, it denies 
any solid foundation to our deeper beliefs and can tell us nothing about the cycle 
of our lives in the way we live it from our birth to our death.
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Most of what we read in the Bible has turned out to be very doubtful and it has 
lost its authority as chronicle of facts. what remains is this. A passionate uneasiness 
about the meaning of our life. A dissatisfaction with the manifest course of our 
existence, which seems hardly worth the unique opportunity of having landed for 
a brief time of eternity in a corner of this endless universe. Our reaction to foster 
instead incoherent anger and vast projects without hope is pointless to this.

Nor can the Bible, as a source of information, remedy this condition. But much of 
the meaning which the Bible has and the ritual of religious service in many parts, 
may be deeply moving for this. It can be, if we turn to it as to an association of 
symbols. All the diffuse thoughts of our own unfathomable fate are given expression 
by these symbols.

This meeting and this argument have made me think of the way I would wish 
to be buried. The very interest in such an event has no place in a mechanical or 
even a biological conception of man. Yet I can feel it to be genuine. I am reminded 
of the way a young student of theology, who less than twenty years later was to be 
hanged by Hitler, did open a funeral oration for the great german theologian, Adolf 
von Harnack. The student was no other than Dietrich Bonhoeffer and he opened 
with the words in german: „wenn ein Mensch wie Harnack über die Erde geht...” 
(when a man like Harnack walks over this earth ...) This is the perspective to which 
the service which he followed seemes to offer symbolic answers. „Corruptible puts 
on incorruptible,” „Death, where is thy victory?” I now realise how revealing such 
words are of our destiny even though there is no information given by them. And I 
can think now of the depth of my whole life being expressed by the words, spoken 
by the congregation on their knees, „Our Father, which art in heaven,” even though 
literally I do not believe the Lord’s prayer.

It is actually, not my intention to prove here the effectiveness of religious ritual. 
My concern is to explain the structure of its power, so far as it has power. And I 
would sum up by saying, that it is our strange capacity for integrating large, hardly 
coherent experiences in brief actions of ritual, and of symbols in general, that are 
sorts of emotionally powerful meaning. And, pedantically, I would emphasize also 
that this kind of meaning is wholly different from any words or signs indicating 
things by which we exist. It can be described rather as our capacity to become to 
some extent others else than we are, thus achieving the meaning of our deepest 
concerns. I shall call this a meaning by symbolisation, or more precisely a meaning 
for becoming a sacred way of our choice.
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ADDItIonAL MAteRIALs FoR LectURes � AnD 2*

Chapter 1. From Perception to Metaphor., p. 17(end of Paragraph)

A symbolization can be destroyed as can an indication by shifting the focus to the 
subsidiary (nation, etc.), but its meaning can be destroyed also without shift of focal 
attention by looking at the symbol as a material object. (see E. B. Browning: „just 
for a handful of silver he left us, just for a ribbon to stick in his coat.” The medal’s 
meaning is destroyed in seeing it as a mere ribbon.)

Diagram A:

focal awareness of subsidiary awareness of unawareness of result

nothing paint canvas illusion

nothing canvas + paint nothing normal painting

canvas + paint nothing nothing nothing

Diagram b: transition from part-whole to semantic relation.

* This text is a supplement material that can be found in Box 40, Folder 1 and Box 40, Folder 9. 
It contains diagrams and excerpts. Though Polanyi does not indicate it anywhere, this text is 
presumably the missing supplement 1.
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Diagram c:

+ii – something which has intrinsic interest
-ii – something which has trivial intrinsic interest
& – compatibles
& – incompatibles

Excerpt from „Six great Pictures” by Sir Kenneth Clark 
The Sunday Times (London) June 2, 1957

„It is one of the most defensible theories of aesthetics ever proposed, but it had no 
appeal to the Spanish mind. ‘History,’ said Cervantes, ‘is something sacred because 
it is true, and where truth is, god is, truth being an aspect of divinity.’ Velasquez 
recognized the value of ideal art. He bought antiquities for the royal collection, he 
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copied Titian, he was the friend of Rubens. But none of this deflected him from his 
aim, to tell the whole truth about what he saw.

To some extent this was a technical problem. It is not very difficult to paint a 
small inanimate object so that it seems real. But when one begins to paint a figure 
in its setting ‘Oh alors!,’ as Degas said. And to paint a whole group on a large scale 
in such a way that no one seems too prominent, each is easily related to the other, 
and all breathe the same air: that is something miraculous.

*

Miracles are half conjuring tricks, and one cannot look at Las Meninas without 
wanting to find out how it is done. I remember that when it hung in geneva in 
1939 I used to go very early in the morning, before the gallery was open, and try to 
stalk it, as if it really were alive. I would start from as far away as I could, when the 
illusion was complete, and come gradually nearer, until suddenly what had been 
a hand, and a ribbon, and a piece of velvet dissolved into a fricassee of beautiful 
brush strokes. I thought I might learn something if I could catch the moment at 
which this transformation took place, but it proved to be as illusive as the moment 
between sleeping and waking.

Prosaically minded people have asserted that Velasquez must have used ex-
ceptionally long brushes, but the brush he holds in the Meninas is of normal length, 
end he also carries a mahlstick, which implies that he put on the last delicate 
touches from very close to. The fact is that, like all transformations in art, it was not 
achieved by a conjuring trick, which can be found out and described, but by a flash of 
imaginative perception. At the moment when Velasquez’s brush turned appearances 
into paint, he was performing an act of faith which involved his whole being.”

Excerpt from E. H. gombrich, Art and Illusion 
(London: Phaidon Press, 2d ed., 1962), p. 5.

works of art are not mirrors, but they share with mirrors that elusive magic of 
transformation which is so hard to put into words. A master of introspection, 
Kenneth Clark, has recently described to us most vividly how even he was defeated 
when he attempted to ‘stalk’ an illusion. Looking at a great Velazquez, he wanted to 
observe what went on when the brush strokes and dabs of pigment on the canvas 
transformed themselves into a vision of transfigured reality as he stepped back. But 
try as he might, stepping backward and forward, he could never hold both visions at 
the same time, and therefore the answer to his problem of how it was done always 
seemed to elude him. In Kenneth Clark’s example, the issues of aesthetics and of 
psychology are subtly intertwined; in the examples of the psychology textbooks, 
they are obviously not. In this book I have often found it convenient to isolate the 
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discussion of visual effects from the discussion of works of art. I realize this may 
sometimes lead to an impression of irreverence; I hope the opposite is the truth. 

Excerpt from Rudolf Arnheim, Art and Visual Perception 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles, Univ. of Calif Press, 1966), p. 126.

Viewing of a painting at an angle.

Although, strictly speaking, a perspective picture is, and should look, „right” only 
from the one station point in which the artist found himself when he painted 
it, we nevertheless examine it freely from all directions and distances without 
being disturbed in the least by the fact that the perspective does not change in 
correspondence with the displacement of our point of observation. This occurs 
because the observer does not delude himself to the point of including himself in 
the space of the picture. Rather, he looks into the picture space from some location 
in his own separate environment. Therefore it is not surprising that, for example, 
the combination of a front view and a side view as such produces no dynamic 
effect or tension whatsoever. As long as the formal segregation of the units is clear 
enough, they will be seen simply as things of different orientation even though they 
may belong to one and the same object physically. Tension can occur only after it 
is created by visual means. when different views are fused into one pictorial unit, 
tension arises from the visual contradiction of one thing being one and another at the 
same time. The tension is strongest when the two views are fused most intimately, 
as, for example, in Picasso’s head of a bull (Figure 110), in which

Figure 110
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front and side appear within the same contour as an inseparable perceptual whole. 
In summary, the dynamic effect is not the result of either imaginary movements 
of the observer in relation to the picture or of the painted object in relation to the 
observer; instead, it is the result of the tension created by visual contradictions in 
the pictorial pattern itself.

Excerpt from gombrich, Art and Illusion, p. 236, on whether 
a painting is in some sense canvas and paint.

wE HAVE SEEN that we enjoy nothing more than the demand made on us to 
exercise our own ‘imitative faculty’, our imagination, and thus to share in the 
creative adventure of the artist. But if this pleasure is to be felt, the transformation 
must not be so easy as to be automatic. The further illusionist skill advanced, the 
more frequently we therefore hear of the difference between a work of art and the 
mere trick of deception. In 1823 the great neoclassical critic, Quatremère de Quincy, 
devoted a whole book to this important distinction. Our pleasure in illusion, he 
insisted, rests precisely in the mind’s effort in bridging the difference between art 
and reality. This very pleasure is destroyed when the illusion is too complete.

‘when the painter packs a vast expanse into a narrow space, when he leads me 
across the depths of the infinite on a flat surface, and makes the air circulate … I 
love to abandon myself to his illusions, but I want the frame to be there, I want to 
know that what I see is actually nothing but a canvas or a simple plane.’

These demands have been echoed ever since in French art criticism. They formed 
the basis of the aesthetics of Puvis de Chavannes and his Swiss follower Hodler and 
were given their most famous formulation in the injunction by Maurice Denis to 
the Nabis: ‘Remember that a picture, before being a battle horse, a nude woman, 
or some anecdote, is essentially a plane surface covered with paint in a certain 
arrangement.’

*

It is a fact not very difficult to remember for those who are engaged in storing 

paintings or packing them into trunks. But is it possible to ‘see’ both the plane surface 
and the battle horse at the same time? If we have been right so far, the demand is 
for the impossible. To understand the battle horse is for a moment to disregard the 
plane surface. we cannot have it both ways.

*
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Excerpt from gombrich, Art and Illusion, p. 259. 

[Cézanne’s much-quoted advice to Bernard to look at nature in terms of simple] 
shapes of known property, that is, in terms of cylinders, cones, and spheres, aims 
at exactly the same type of reclassification. It surely has nothing to do with cubism 
but rather with the type of art teaching in French schools which was current at the 
time Cézanne was young and which he wished to pass on to his young admirer.

Art teaching, then, like that of most painters’ manuals, still proceeds on the basis 
of what may be called a ‘common-sense version’ of traditional western philosophy. 
The world consists of substances which have sensory qualities of varying permanence. 
Beech leaves ‘are’ small, lozenge-shaped, and bright green, distant mountains ‘look’ 
blue. The artist’s business is simply to analyse appearances down into these qualities 
and to match those he can in his medium.

There is no essential difference, in this view, between the artist who paints a 
landscape and another who copies a picture. Both are concerned with piecemeal 
matching, much as a mosaicist would be who works from a cartoon and selects one 
stone after another that comes as close as possible to the corresponding hue of his 
prototype, arranging them in the shapes he sees in front of him.

VIII
NOw the facsimile, like the photograph, has mainly served the aestheticians as a foil 
to stress the creative element necessary to art. One may admit that the creation of 
indistinguishable duplicates is of greater interest to the forgers of banknotes than 
to artists, but we have seen, I hope, that psychologically the making of any likeness 
is far from being a trivial achievement. In a previous chapter we have discussed the 
approach by the copyist through schema and correction, his choice of a vocabulary 
that is subsequently adjusted to correspond to his prototype. we may now ask why it 
is that such schemata are needed if all the artist has to do is to match what he sees, 
area by area? The answer is, I believe, that there are greater obstacles in the way of 
such a mosaic approach than merely the difficulty of forgetting our knowledge of 
meanings. Even pure shapes and patterns have a way of [transforming themselves 
before our very eyes.]
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[…]*

accumulated, sifted, judged, and organized during a lifetime, which were formerly 
the “model” of the artist. And even this given view was not to be ordered, judged, 
and understood by the draftsman, but to be copied, detail by detail, as it projected 
itself on the glass.

In theory this was the capitulation of the human mind to a standard of mechanical 
exactness. In practice, fortunately, artists neither used the machine nor subscribed 
literally to the conception that had created it. Artistic imagination was as strong and 
active as ever, and the world to be represented continued to be an image conjured up 
by the inner eve in the reclusion of the studio, unfettered by what appeared at any 
given time and place. Even when, more than three hundred years later, the machine 
made its reëntry in greatly perfected form through the invention of photography, 
it was imagination that engaged the service of the machine, not the machine that 
expelled imagination.

Similarly, the geometric formula could not keep the artists from their task for 
more than the few years during which it dazzled their eyes by its novelty […]

Supplement 2**

three stages of creative Work

Intuition
a strategic
anticipation

a guide to the
imagination

final 
suggestion

Imagination
embodies
intuition

thrusts
forward

contemplates
outlook

* Source dubious.
** This text is the number 2 supplement material of the series of lectures. It can be found in the 

Box 40, Folder 1 and Box 40, Folder 9.
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The following pages include notes on problems raised by several questions asked 
during the seminar.
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Process of Invention

Invention of flying machines became a task of inventors around 1905 following 
the invention of the internal combustion engine about ten years earlier.

There were three different lines of attack: 1) the dirigible balloon, 2) the 
helicopter and 3) the aeroplane, all based on airscrews propelled by internal 
combustion engines. Number 1 seemed immediately feasible and the only one 
capable of carrying heavy weights. Number 2 seemed to be the direct approach 
by rising straight in the air. It seemed safer than the dirigible and far more 
reasonable than the aeroplane. Number 3 seemed dubious since gliders had 
proved unstable. It was not clear how aeroplanes could get out of the air without 
crashing either owing to loss of speed or owing to continuing at high speed after 
touching down.

For about twenty-five years competition went on in a snakes and ladders 
kind of alternation. Finally the dirigible-type proved impracticable owing to 
inflammability, the helicopter was much too slow and the aeroplane surpassed 
all expectations by crossing the Atlantic (Lindbergh).

But soon after that both the airscrew and the internal combustion engine were 
discarded in favour of the jet engine.

These antecedents went into the museums, only shades of them have remained 
alive. Technical inventions may be altogether ephemeral.

„Kubla Khan”

The breaking off of Coleridge’s composition of Kubla Khan is evidence of a tacit project 
that was lost when broken off. The project, finishing the poem, was subsidiarily rooted 
in the action of composing the part that was completed before the interruption took 
place and so it could not be found again once this action was broken off.

we have an analogous situation when a golfer takes aim in two stages, first 
swinging the club and then approaching the ball without hitting it. If interrupted 
after these two stages, he will have to repeat them over again for taking aim once 
more. Coleridge could not re-start writing the first part of the poem, which was 
already completed.

Process of Discovery
Some successful problems of past enquiries are here outlined:

1) unexplained regularities in nature
2) unexplained deviations from known regularity
3) strange, interesting phenomena, which day have deep roots
4) apparent conflict between established principles
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5) apparent chance of deriving one principle from another
6) simple speculation on combining two established principles
7) elucidating chemical structure of natural compounds
8) Numbers 1-7 cover a fair range of physics and chemistry, to which must be 

added the boundless range of biological problems, which are of two types:
a) How can apparent functions of an organism be accounted for structurally 

and physicochemically?
b) what is the function of certain parts of the body which seem to be indispensable 

to the organism?
9) All the problems of number 8 can be extended to the pathological condition of the 

body, thus forming the field of medical pathology.
In other words, there is no rule available for defining the structure of scientific problems. 

And yet to know a problem when you see it and estimate one’s chances of solving it, is 
the primary requirement of scientific research. The same holds for the variety of ways 
a problem can be pursued and the ultimate acceptance of the result justified. generally, 
the three stages of creative work can be defined reasonably well, while the ways of their 
performance remain largely indeterminate.

Fancy and Imagination

I was asked at the third meeting how the integration of incompatibles can be performed. 
I said that this is the secret of the poet. Fancy requires no such powers of integration 
and that sets its limits.

I. A. Richards writes in his book Coleridge on Imagination:
In Imagination, as I have taken it, the joint effect (worthless or not) ensues only through 

and after a reciprocal stressing, one by another, of the parts as they develop together, so 
that, in the ideal case, all the possible characters of any part are elicited and a place found 
for them, consentaneous with the rest, in the whole response. In Fancy, on the other hand 
only a limited and fixed selection of the possible characters (and thus possible effects) of 
the parts are admitted into the process. The stressing is done by the final effect, which 
ruthlessly excludes all but a limited number of interactions between the parts, setting 
strict frontiers of relevance about them. (Richards 1934, 92)

Fancy can be produced by computer. For example, the most amusing love letters 
have been written. The computer fulfills one faculty of poetry: it is highly original. 
But its product reads like a caricature or else like a code in which each word 
replaces another word. It is fun to translate it into plain terms, but it has no more 
significance than the plain terms themselves had. No novel experience has emerged 
by the substitution of one vocabulary by another. Such is fancy.
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Six Fallacies About Science

1)  Science must be able to predict.
2)  Induction cannot establish theory.
3)  An adverse piece of evidence disconfirms a theory.
4)  Discoveries are made by testing hypotheses and rejecting some.
5)  Scientists try to refute their own theories.
6)  Science is merely tentative (ever ready to abandon a theory).
Support of these six points will be put forth in a later supplement.


